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I.

China’s Strategies of Economic Aggression
The Chinese government is implementing a comprehensive, long-term industrial
strategy to ensure its global dominance…. Beijing’s ultimate goal is for
domestic companies to replace foreign companies as designers and
manufacturers of key technology and products first at home, then abroad.
U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission1

The People’s Republic of China (China) has experienced rapid economic growth to become the
world’s second largest economy2 while modernizing its industrial base and moving up the global
value chain. However, much of this growth has been achieved in significant part through
aggressive acts, policies, and practices that fall outside of global norms and rules (collectively,
“economic aggression”).3 Given the size of China’s economy and the extent of its marketdistorting policies, China’s economic aggression4 now threatens not only the U.S. economy but
also the global economy as a whole.
In some respects, China has been transparent about its aggressive acts, policies, and practices.
They are revealed in Chinese government documents,5 through behaviors of Chinese State actors,6
and from reports produced by business organizations, think tanks, and government agencies.7 Four
categories of such economic aggression which are outside the scope of this report include:


Protect China’s Home Market From Imports and Competition: This category features
high tariffs, non-tariff barriers, and other regulatory hurdles.8



Expand China’s Share of Global Markets: Industrial policy tools include financial
support to boost exports and the consolidation of State-Owned Enterprises into “national
champions”9 that can compete with foreign companies in both the domestic and global
markets. Chinese enterprises also benefit from preferential policies that lead to subsidized
overcapacity in China’s domestic market, which then depresses world prices and pushes
foreign rivals out of the global market.10



Secure and Control Core Natural Resources Globally: China uses a predatory “debt trap”
model of economic development and finance that proffers substantial financing to
developing countries in exchange for an encumbrance on their natural resources and access
to markets. These resources range from bauxite, copper, and nickel to rarer commodities
such as beryllium, titanium, and rare earth minerals.11 This predatory model has been
particularly effective in countries characterized by weak rule of law and authoritarian
regimes.12



Dominate Traditional Manufacturing Industries: China has already achieved a leading
position in many traditional manufacturing industries. It has done so in part through
preferential loans and below-market utility rates as well as lax and weakly enforced
environmental and health and safety standards.13 As the European Chamber of Commerce
has documented: “For a generation, China has been the factory of the world.” By 2015,
China already accounted for 28 percent of global auto production, 41 percent of global ship
production, more than 50 percent of global refrigerator production, more than 60 percent
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of global production of color TV sets, and more than 80 percent of global production of air
conditioners and computers.14
In addition, China pursues two categories of economic aggression that are the focus of this report.
These include:


Acquire Key Technologies and Intellectual Property From Other Countries, Including
the United States



Capture the Emerging High-Technology Industries That Will Drive Future Economic
Growth15 and Many Advancements in the Defense Industry

This report will document the major acts, policies, and practices of Chinese industrial policy used
to implement these two strategies.16 Through such implementation, the Chinese State seeks to
access the crown jewels of American technology and intellectual property. (A compendium of the
acts, policies, and practices used to implement China’s six strategies of economic aggression is
presented in the Appendix.)

II.

How China Seeks to Acquire Technologies and Intellectual
Property and Capture Industries of the Future

Chinese industrial policy seeks to “introduce, digest, absorb, and re-innovate”17 technologies and
intellectual property (IP) from around the world.18 This policy is carried out through: (A) Statesponsored IP theft19 through physical theft, cyber-enabled espionage and theft, evasion of U.S.
export control laws, and counterfeiting and piracy; (B) coercive and intrusive regulatory gambits
to force technology transfer from foreign companies, typically in exchange for limited access to
the Chinese market; (C) economic coercion through export restraints on critical raw materials and
monopsony purchasing power; (D) methods of information harvesting that include open source
collection; placement of non-traditional information collectors at U.S. universities, national
laboratories, and other centers of innovation; and talent recruitment of business, finance, science,
and technology experts; and (E) State-backed, technology-seeking Chinese investment.

A. Physical Theft and Cyber-Enabled Theft of Technologies and IP
The Office of the Director of National Intelligence notes: “Chinese actors are the world’s most
active and persistent perpetrators of economic espionage.”20 Strategic sectors in emerging
industries known to have been targeted include “electronics, telecommunications, robotics, data
services, pharmaceuticals, mobile phone services, satellite communications and imagery, and
business application software.”21
1. Physical Theft of Technologies and IP Through Economic Espionage
Physical theft through economic espionage by company insiders or others who have trusted access
to trade secrets and confidential business information provides China with a significant means to
acquire U.S. technologies and intellectual property. In describing China’s use of economic
espionage as part of a broader strategy to acquire U.S. technology companies, the U.S.-China
Economic and Security Review Commission observes:
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China appears to be conducting a campaign of commercial espionage against U.S. companies
involving…human infiltration to systematically penetrate the information systems of U.S.
companies to steal their intellectual property, devalue them, and acquire them at dramatically
reduced prices.22
A report from the Department of Defense’s Defense Innovation Unit Experimental23 (hereinafter
the DIUx Pentagon Report) states that “the scale of the [Chinese economic] espionage … continues
to increase.”24 Law enforcement efforts alone cannot keep up with (or adequately deter) a statesponsored campaign of theft. In part, this is because U.S. companies may be unaware of theft by
an insider before it is too late. In part, this is because some U.S. companies are unwilling to report
the theft for fear of the adverse consequences that such a disclosure could entail. Even when
victims report, the Chinese government is typically unwilling to cooperate, making a successful
cross-border investigation difficult.
Open source reporting indicates China’s Ministry of State Security deploys no less than 40,000
intelligence officers abroad and maintains more than 50,000 intelligence officers in mainland
China.25 This force is bolstered by hundreds of thousands of People’s Liberation Army (PLA) staff
members and scientists.26
2. Cyber-Enabled Espionage and Theft
Cyber tools have enhanced the economic espionage threat, and the IC
[Intelligence Community] judges [that] the use of such tools is already a larger
threat than more traditional espionage methods.
Report to Congress on Foreign Economic Collection and Industrial
Espionage, Office of the National Counterintelligence Executive27
China engages in widespread cyber-economic campaigns involving cyber-enabled espionage to
infiltrate foreign companies for the purpose of stealing intellectual property, trade secrets, business
processes, and technologies.28 Estimates of the cost of trade secret theft alone range
“between $180 billion and $540 billion annually.” 29 As the U.S. Trade Representative
(USTR) notes:
For over a decade, the Chinese government has conducted and supported cyber
intrusions into U.S. commercial networks targeting confidential business
information held by U.S. firms. Through these cyber intrusions, China’s
government has gained unauthorized access to a wide range of commercially
valuable business information, including trade secrets, technical data,
negotiating positions, and sensitive and proprietary internal communications.
These acts, policies, or practices by the Chinese government are unreasonable
or discriminatory and burden or restrict U.S. commerce.30
In a 2012 study of cyber intrusions, Verizon, in cooperation with 19 contributing private
organizations and government agencies, analyzed over 47,000 security incidents that resulted in
621 confirmed data disclosures and at least 44 million compromised records. Of the data
disclosures that focused on economic espionage (as opposed to financially motivated incidents),
96% of the cases were attributable to “threat actors in China.”31
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In 2013, the cyber-security firm Mandiant described a People’s Liberation Army cyber command
“fully institutionalized” within the Chinese Communist Party and staffed by more than 100,000
personnel.32 In May of 2014, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) unsealed criminal charges
against five officers of the PLA for cyber-enabled economic espionage, among other hackingrelated charges, related to the theft of intellectual property, trade secrets, and other sensitive
business information from U.S. entities in the energy and steel industries.33
In September of 2015, President Barack Obama and President Xi Jinping of China formally
committed that “neither country’s government will conduct or knowingly support cyber-enabled
theft of intellectual property, including trade secrets or other confidential business information,
with the intent of providing competitive advantages to companies or commercial sectors.”34
According to the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission 2016 Annual Report to
Congress:
[A]lthough the number of incidents of Chinese cyber espionage detected by
FireEye [a cybersecurity firm] has declined, this likely reflects a shift within
China away from prolific amateur attacks toward more centralized,
professionalized, and sophisticated attacks by a smaller number of actors,
rather than a trend toward the cessation of Chinese cyber espionage.35
3. Evasion of U.S. Export Control Laws
Closely related to China’s espionage campaigns are China’s State-backed efforts to evade U.S.
export control laws. These laws have been put in place for national security purposes under the
Arms Export Control Act (AECA)36 and the International Emergency Economic Powers Act
(IEEPA);37 they are designed to prevent the export of sensitive technologies with military
applications.
A significant problem facing the U.S. departments and agencies implementing these export
controls (principally the Departments of Commerce, Defense, and State) 38 is the growth in “dualuse” technologies, which have both military and civilian utility. For example, aero-engine
technologies have an obvious commercial application. When acquired by a strategic economic and
military competitor like China, commercial items can be exploited for military purposes.
As an example of China’s evasion of U.S. export control laws, consider the case of Amin Yu, a
Chinese national who became a lawful permanent U.S. resident. As described by Assistant U.S.
Attorney Daniel Irick, “Yu was part of a conspiracy that involved shell companies, off-shore
accounts and false documents” and “was involved in $2.6 million in illegal transactions.”39
From 2002 to 2012, Yu admitted in a plea bargain that “at the direction of co-conspirators working
for Harbin Engineering University (HEU), a state-owned entity in the People’s Republic of China,
Yu obtained systems and components for marine submersible vehicles from companies in the
United States. She then illegally exported those items to the PRC for use by her co-conspirators in
the development of marine submersible vehicles–unmanned underwater vehicles, remotely
operated vehicles, and autonomous underwater vehicles–for HEU and other state-controlled
entities.”40
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4. Counterfeiting and Piracy
Counterfeiting entails the practice of producing unauthorized fake goods. Piracy is copyright
infringement on a commercial scale and “consists in making an unauthorized exact copy–not a
simple imitation–of an item covered by an intellectual property right.”41 China is the world’s
largest source of counterfeit and pirated products.42
Estimates of the cost of China’s counterfeiting and piracy run into the hundreds of billions of
dollars per year. For example, the non-partisan and independent Commission on the Theft of
Intellectual Property estimates “that the annual cost to the U.S. economy continues to exceed $225
billion in counterfeit goods, pirated software, and theft of trade secrets and could be as high as
$600 billion,” “IP theft by thousands of Chinese actors continues to be rampant,” and China
“remains the world’s principal IP infringer.” 43
5. Reverse Engineering
Reverse engineering in China is widespread and entails the process of disassembling and
examining or analyzing a product or component for the purpose of cloning or producing
something similar without authorization from the rights holder. Reverse engineering can
be legal; it is illegal when the unauthorized production is of technology under patent or
other IP protection.
Reverse engineering allows Chinese engineers and scientists to recreate the products of nonChinese companies and thereby forego the time and cost of research and development. The practice
of reverse engineering is consistent with China’s industrial policy goal to introduce, digest, and
absorb a foreign technology and “re-innovate” that technology with improvements.44

B. Coercive and Intrusive Regulatory Gambits to Force Technology and IP Transfer
[A] longstanding feature of China’s industrial policy is that foreign companies
are often pushed to transfer technology as the price of market entry, which is in
contravention of its commitments as a member of the World Trade Organisation
(WTO) . This situation is exacerbated by the fact that the Chinese authorities’
ultimate aim is to absorb these technologies…as domestic companies begin to
catch up technologically, market access for foreign companies will become
increasingly difficult.
European Chamber of Commerce45
Chinese industrial policy features a wide range of coercive and intrusive regulatory gambits to
force the transfer of foreign technologies and IP to Chinese competitors, often in exchange for
access to the vast Chinese market. In its 2017 Member Survey, the U.S.-China Business Council
reports that “tech transfer to gain market access is an acute issue for those who face it; nearly 20
percent of respondents to a U.S.-China Business Council 2017 Member Survey have been asked
to transfer technology during the past three years” and that “ninety-four percent remain concerned
about IP protection.”46
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China’s instruments of coercion to force the transfer of foreign technologies and IP to Chinese
competitors include: (1) foreign ownership restrictions such as forced joint ventures and
partnerships that explicitly or tacitly require or facilitate technology transfers; (2) adverse
administrative approvals and licensing processes; (3) discriminatory patent and other IP rights
restrictions; (4) security reviews; (5) secure and controllable technology standards; (6) data
localization; (7) burdensome and intrusive testing; (8) discriminatory catalogues and lists; (9)
government procurement restrictions; (10) imposition of indigenous technology standards that
deviate significantly from international norms and that may provide backdoor Chinese access to
source codes; (11) forced research and development (“R&D localization); (12) antimonopoly laws;
(13) Expert Review Panels; (14) Chinese Communist Party Committees that influence corporate
governance; and (15) placement of Chinese employees at foreign joint ventures.
1. Foreign Ownership Restrictions
China uses foreign ownership restrictions47 to force or induce the transfer of technology and IP,
often as a condition of access to the Chinese market.48 Such investment restrictions may also serve
both to deter entry of foreign producers into the Chinese market and to enhance indigenous
innovation and import substitution.
For example, China requires foreign companies to enter into joint ventures or partnerships with
minority stakes in exchange for access to the Chinese market in select sectors. 49 As noted by the
USTR: “These requirements prohibit foreign investors from operating in certain industries unless
they partner with a Chinese company, and in some cases, unless the Chinese partner is the
controlling shareholder.”50
Once a U.S. or foreign company is coerced into entering a joint venture with a Chinese partner, it
opens itself up to the transfer of technology and IP. This can happen through the joint
manufacturing process. It can also happen when the Chinese partner engages in covert actions to
steal the foreign IP or technology using its access and proximity to the foreign enterprise.
As foreign pressure mounts to end coercive foreign ownership restrictions, China increasingly
relies on tacit coercion and minimizes written records of forced technology transfer requirements
in particular deals.51 Despite repeated promises from top Chinese leaders to end this practice, it
continues.52
2. Adverse Administrative Approvals and Licensing Requirements
The Chinese government uses its administrative licensing and approvals
processes to force technology transfer in exchange for the numerous
administrative approvals needed to establish and operate a business in China.
U.S. Trade Representative53
Foreign companies seeking to invest in China must obtain a variety of administrative approvals;
these include investment approvals, project approvals, local approval for site-related conditions,
and national security approvals, among others. At each stage, Chinese regulators may seek to
extract concessions or force the transfer of technology or IP. In these ways, China’s extensive,
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burdensome, opaque, and discriminatory approvals process functions as a significant non-tariff
barrier to entry and a coercive tool to force the transfer of technologies and IP.
China imposes licensing requirements on more than 100 different business activities, e.g. food and
drug production, mining, and telecommunications services. In the course of an often vague,
ambiguous, and discretionary licensing process, China can extract valuable intellectual property,
acquire proprietary information about marketing channels, and press for more favorable, belowmarket commercial terms for the local partner(s). These licensing requirements also raise the costs
of foreign competitors and can induce delays entering the Chinese market.
3. Discriminatory Patent and Other IP Rights Restrictions
China seeks to force foreign patent and technology holders to accept below-market royalty rates
in licensing and other forms of below-market compensation for their technologies.54 China also
seeks to otherwise restrict the IP rights of foreigners in at least three ways.
First, China maintains special rules for foreign companies that license technologies to domestic
companies. These rules mandate that all improvements to a technology belong to the party making
the improvements and provide that the foreign licensor cannot stop the Chinese licensee from
making improvements to the technology.55 As noted by the USTR: “These provisions are
particularly harmful to a U.S. licensor if the Chinese licensee makes an improvement severable
from the original invention and then patents the severable improvement in China or elsewhere.”56
Second, China seeks to limit the time that a foreign patent or rights holder has exclusive control
over the technology or patent in licenses with domestic parties. For example, as part of its
restrictions on foreign joint venture (JV) partners, the USTR notes: “[T]he term of the technology
transfer agreement to the JV shall ‘generally not exceed ten years.’ The provision may result in
U.S. companies only having control over their transferred technology for ten years, even though
some forms of technology, such as patents and trade secrets, may be protectable for much longer
than ten years.”57
Third, China seeks to extend the right to use a foreign technology in perpetuity after the licensing
or use term expires. As noted by the USTR in the joint venture context: “After the conclusion of
the JV-related technology transfer agreement [under the relevant Chinese regulations,] the
technology importing party shall have the right to continue using the technology…This means that
under the JV Regulations, the Chinese joint venture licensee has the right to use the U.S. licensor’s
technology in perpetuity.”58
These market-distorting practices undermine the ability of U.S. firms to compete in China and
continue investment in innovation. These practices also provide Chinese firms with an advantage
in global markets over foreign competitors that must pay full royalty and other rates while
depriving foreign technology owners of a fair return. In these ways, China’s discriminatory and
restrictive policies on patent and other IP rights further China’s goal of indigenous innovation
through re-innovation while truncating the intellectual property rights of foreigners.
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4. Security Reviews Force Technology and IP Transfers
China uses security reviews to force foreign enterprises to disclose proprietary information.59 At
risk are source codes, encryption algorithms, and other sensitive IP.
Chinese use of security reviews dates back to older laws like China’s 1999 “Commercial
Encryption Regulation,” which classified encryption as a state secret. In recent years, China has
increased its use of security reviews to target emerging high-technology industries.
China’s Cybersecurity Law,60 which entered into force in June 2017, establishes security reviews
for products and services, imposes restrictions on the cross-border flow of data, requires data
localization, and authorizes the development of national cybersecurity standards that exceed the
burden and scope of international standards.
The European Chamber of Commerce has expressed concern that as the Cybersecurity Law is
implemented, it is likely that “companies will have to submit information on their products’ design
and source codes to government-affiliated review organisations.”61 Similarly, the USTR has
warned: “Companies may be forced to disclose critical technologies, including source code,
complete design databases, behavior models, logic models, and even floor plans and physical
layouts of central processing units.”62
5. Secure and Controllable Technology Standards
China continues to codify into law “secure and controllable” technology standards through laws
such as the National Security Law, the Cyber Security Law, the National Cyber Security Standard,
and the Technical Committee Standards. It “has more than 30 such measures in various
industries.”63
Conformance with the secure and controllable technology standards (also known as “secure and
trustworthy” and “indigenous and controllable”) requires foreign firms to “surrender key
technologies to Chinese authorities, such as source code and encryption algorithms”64 and submit
to “extensive IP disclosures.”65 The secure and controllable technology standards thereby act as a
barrier to entry to firms reluctant to surrender their technologies and IP and as a coercive tool to
force technology and IP transfer, thereby promoting indigenous innovation.
6. Data Localization Mandates
China is increasingly attempting to force foreign enterprises to localize valuable data or
information within China, e.g., store their data and information on servers in China.66 This practice
of data localization can act as a barrier to entry for foreign companies unwilling to share their data
because of the high risk such data localization poses in China. As the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
notes:
[I]f a foreign company is forced to localize a valuable set of data or information
in China, whether for R&D purposes or simply to conduct their business, it will
have to assume a significant amount of risk that its data or information may be
misappropriated or misused, especially given the environment in China, where
companies face significant legal and other uncertainties when they try to protect
their data and information.67
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7. Burdensome and Intrusive Testing
China imposes burdensome and intrusive testing requirements that extend beyond the need for
public health and safety to force foreign companies to reveal trade secrets, source code, encryption
algorithms, and other sensitive IP. For example, China’s Compulsory Certification program
requires foreign producers to undergo extensive and redundant in-country tests and factory
inspections and to be certified before legally marketing certain products in China. Product types
in the current catalogue68 include agricultural machinery, electric tools, motor vehicles and parts,
medical devices, and firefighting equipment.69
Besides forcing technology transfer, burdensome and intrusive testing deters market entry and
raises the costs of foreign competitors operating in the domestic market, thereby offering
protection to domestic producers.
8. Discriminatory Catalogues and Lists
China’s system of ministerial and provincial catalogues and lists can raise customs barriers, deter
market entry, further expand licensing requirements, tighten foreign investment restrictions, and
force technology transfer. For example, the Catalogue of Telecommunications Services70 has
expanded the scope of telecommunications services subject to licensing requirements. Only
foreign companies participating in a joint venture with a Chinese company can hold a license.
Absent a license, a foreign company cannot use its brand or trademark when selling or supplying
services through its joint venture.71
Similarly, when a foreign company’s products are excluded from an approved list in a Chinese
government catalogue, the foreign company may be denied benefits available to domestic
competitors such as preferential tax rates and low-interest loans from Chinese banks available to
its Chinese competitors.
In these ways, China’s catalogues and lists serve as significant non-tariff barriers to entry and as
industrial policy tools to force the transfer of technologies and intellectual property while
providing preferential treatment to domestic competitors.72
9. Government Procurement Restrictions
China maintains an expansive set of government procurement restrictions to promote import
substitution and indigenous innovation. As the European Chamber of Commerce notes: “China is
not a party to the plurilateral Agreement on Government Procurement (GPA) under the WTO, and
its public procurement market remains largely closed to foreign suppliers…government
procurement has been observed to favour domestic producers.”73
Catalogues and lists often reinforce China’s procurement restrictions. So, too, do discriminatory
reimbursement schemes for foreign products, e.g., pharmaceuticals.
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10. Indigenous Technology Standards That Deviate from International Norms
China sometimes formulates national standards in strategic industries that
deliberately differ from international standards in order to impede market access for
foreign technology and to favour Chinese technology on the domestic market.
Examples of Chinese national standards are the FDD-LTE standard for 4G mobile
networks, the WAPI standard for wireless networks and independent standards for
electric vehicle charging stations. If such a national path of standardisation also
manifests itself in smart manufacturing, market access for foreign tech suppliers
could be considerably restricted.
Mercator Institute for China Studies74
China imposes unique, indigenous technical standards that lack harmonization with, and deviate
significantly from, international standards. Target industries include aviation, computer numerical
control devices, machine tools, medical tools, and robotics.75
These indigenous standards can serve as a tool to pressure foreign companies to reveal their source
code, encryption codes, and other technologies and IP. These indigenous standards can be
“confusing” and “unnecessarily duplicative” while creating trade barriers that restrict market entry
and foreign imports.”76 They help drive those companies implementing the standards towards
Chinese technology suppliers rather than U.S. and foreign suppliers while protecting Chinese
brands and promoting indigenous innovation. In addition, they may provide backdoor Chinese
access to source codes.77
China’s indigenous technology standards also potentially “serve to reduce the licensing fees that
Chinese companies would have to pay to use foreign technologies in industries covered [by China
2025].”78 China “aims to spread Chinese standards abroad, particularly in countries linked to its
One-Belt One-Road—a Chinese initiative to connect Eurasian economies through infrastructure,
trade, and investment.”79
11. Forced Research & Development (“R&D Localization”)
The CEO of a large multinational telecommunications equipment company recently
shared with ITIF [Information Technology & Innovation Foundation] that he opened
up a large R&D facility in Beijing that employs over 500 scientists and engineers.
When asked if he did this to access Chinese engineering talent, he responded bluntly:
‘Unless I promised the Chinese Government that I would open up an advanced
technology lab there, I was told that I would not be able to sell to the Chinese
telecommunications providers’…
United States Trade Representative80
China uses a variety of methods to force the placement of foreign research and development
facilities in China as a condition of access to the Chinese market (“R&D localization”).81 For
example, China issued new market access rules in 2017. The U.S. Trade Representative states:
“These rules require that NEV manufacturers ‘master’ the development and manufacturing
technology for a complete NEV, rather than just one of the three key technologies listed in the
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2009 market access rules, and possess key R&D capacities.”82 China’s 2014 Integrated Circuits
Guidelines also call for establishing R&D, along with manufacturing and operating centers in
China.83 One motive for China’s acquisition of U.S. companies is to capture their R&D facilities.84
12. Antimonopoly Law Extortion
China uses the Antimonopoly Law of the People’s Republic of China not just to foster competition
but also to force foreign companies to make concessions such as reduced prices and below-market
royalty rates for licensed technology.85 These concessions provide Chinese enterprises with a
competitive advantage in the home market and global markets.
China’s ability to extort concessions lies in its authority to impose fines of between one and ten
percent of a foreign company’s revenues for the previous year for alleged anti-competitive
practices. As an example, San Diego-based Qualcomm agreed to a fine of $975 million; it also
was forced to accept below-market royalty rates on patents used by Chinese smartphone
manufacturers.86
13. Expert Review Panels Force Disclosure of Proprietary Information
Numerous Chinese administrative agencies empower Expert Review Panels composed of
government, industry, and academic representatives as part of their review and approvals
processes. These panels have broad powers to extract proprietary information from foreign
companies under the guise of normal review87 and thereby may help induce the transfer of
technologies, IP, business processes, trade secrets, and other proprietary information. As an
additional risk factor, members of these panels may have a competitive interest in the information
that may be disclosed.88
14. Chinese Communist Party Co-opts Corporate Governance
The Company Law of the People’s Republic of China authorizes the establishment of Communist
Party committees in companies that are not State-owned “to carry out the activities of the party in
accordance with the charter of the Communist Party of China.”89 Following a dictate from
President Xi Jinping,90 both Chinese State-Owned Enterprises and the joint venture partners of
foreign companies are now increasingly including Chinese Communist Party Committees in
corporate charters and in their corporate governance decisions.91 In these ways, corporate
governance has become a tool to advance China’s strategic goals, rather than simply, as is the
custom of international rules, to advance the profit-maximizing goals of the enterprise.
Under the Xi revision, boards of directors may now receive guidance directly from the Chinese
Communist Party.92 For example, China’s Internet national champion Baidu has a Party
Committee that links Baidu’s corporate operations with Chinese industrial policy and China’s
political goals. 93 Baidu has been particularly active in Silicon Valley and with its U.S. investments
in artificial intelligence and autonomous driving technologies.94
Most broadly, the number of Communist Party committees in private enterprises has increased in
recent years.95
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15. Placement of Chinese Employees with Foreign Joint Ventures
After China successfully forces a foreign company to enter into a joint venture, it may recruit
employees for the JV that work in the Chinese partner’s facilities. As the USTR notes: “The risk
of technology loss is exacerbated when the Chinese partner in the JV operation maintains other
factories and workers that compete with the JV operation. The employees of the JV often are
recruited from, or have ties to, the Chinese partner’s existing operations. Under these conditions,
there is a considerable likelihood that the JV’s technology and knowhow will leak, either through
‘unintentional osmosis or through intentional diversion.’”96

C. Economic Coercion to Force Technology and IP Transfer
Chinese export restrictions offer a competitive advantage to Chinese industries
that benefit from lower input prices. At times, non-Chinese buyers have been
forced to buy their raw materials at a price that is more than twice as high as
that paid by Chinese firms. In some cases, these raw materials can amount to a
considerable share of the total production cost. Rare earths represent, for
example, more than 50% of cost for wind turbine components and 50% to 60%
for a LCD display. Therefore, the price difference can carry a decisive
competitive disadvantage for components’ makers outside China.
European Commission97
1. Export Restraints Restrict Access to Raw Materials
China has a commanding share of a wide range of critical raw materials 98 essential to the global
supply chain and production of high-technology and high value-added products. For example,
China is the world’s dominant producer of rare earths, tungsten, and molybdenum.99
China has used export restraints, including export quotas and export duties, to restrict access to
critical raw materials. As the USTR notes:
China’s export restraints affect U.S. and other foreign producers of a wide
range of downstream products, such as steel, chemicals, hybrid and electric
cars, energy efficient light bulbs, wind turbines, hard-disk drives, magnets,
lasers, ceramics, semiconductor chips, refrigerants, medical imagery, aircraft,
refined petroleum products, fiber optic cables and catalytic converters. The
export restraints can create serious disadvantages for these foreign producers
by artificially increasing China’s export prices for their raw material inputs,
which also drives up world prices…. The export restraints can also create
pressure on foreign downstream producers to move their operations,
technologies and jobs to China.100, 101
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2. Monopsony Purchasing Power
China’s State-Owned Enterprises have significant monopsony purchasing power in select markets,
e.g., aviation.102 China seeks to use its significant purchasing power in select markets to extract
concessions from foreign sellers. Concessions may include increased localized production and the
forced transfer of foreign technology. Exercising this monopsony power can strengthen the
Chinese manufacturing base and supply chain, particularly in the high-technology space.

D. Information Harvesting
China acquires U.S. technologies and IP from America’s national security innovation base through
three primary channels of information harvesting.
1. Open Source Collection of Science and Technology Information
Large cadres of Chinese State actors engage in systematic, large-scale, open-source collection
operations. They exploit foreign science and technology information to acquire foreign
technologies and intellectual property and thereby gain competitive advantage by circumventing
the costs and risks of indigenous research.103
Although many other countries and the citizens of countries leverage open sources to advance
technology, particularly in the age of the Internet, what differentiates China is the historical scale
and scope of the institutionalization of open source collection as a means of acquiring the world’s
technologies and IP. The DIUx Pentagon Report indicates that China makes “maximum use of
diversified sources: scanning technical literature, analyzing patents, reverse engineering product
samples and capturing conversations at scientific meetings.”104
In 1985, there were more than 400 major science and technology institutes in China employing
more than 60,000 workers “investigating, collecting, analyzing, synthesizing, repackaging,
benchmarking, and reverse engineering.”105 Today, the Institute of Scientific and Technical
Information of China is one such institute, with a “mandate” to provide “comprehensive
information services to industry, universities, research institutes, and research personnel,” a staff
team of over 500, and a record of collecting millions of doctoral theses and government reports
and hundreds of thousands of reference books along with thousands of foreign journals,
monographs, and conference proceedings.106
In 1991, veteran Chinese spies published Sources and Methods of Obtaining National Defense
Science & Technology Intelligence,107 a textbook known as China’s open source collection “Spy
Guide.”108 It references how open source collection is a Chinese State activity designed to further
strategic goals and notes how open source collection has evolved into a “profession within the
broader field of S&T [Science and Technology].”109 Excerpts from the guide include: “Information
is documents.” “Information is not intelligence. Information is the source of intelligence;”
“Collection policy is determined according to the intentions of the higher authorities;” and “The
first thing that must be known when setting collection policy is where the intelligence elements fit
into the national intelligence system.110
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The DIUx Pentagon Report describes this document as “a comprehensive account of China’s
foreign military open-source collection…collecting all types of media (including verbal
information prized for its timeliness over written information) and making them available in
database form.”111 Open source reporting credits the acquisition of foreign technological
information through open source collection “with reducing research costs by 40 to 50 percent and
time by 60 to 70 percent.”112
2. Chinese Nationals In the U.S. as Non-Traditional Information Collectors113
More than 300,000 Chinese nationals annually attend U.S. universities or find employment at U.S.
national laboratories, innovation centers, incubators, and think tanks. Chinese nationals now
account for approximately one third of foreign university and college students in the United States
and about 25 percent of graduate students specializing in science, technology, engineering, or math
(STEM).114
Non-military sectors and institutions increasingly and routinely generate scientific and
technological advancements with dual-use applications. Aware that Chinese nationals attending
U.S. universities or finding employment at U.S. national laboratories, innovation centers,
incubators, and think tanks may have access to cutting-edge information and technologies, the
Chinese State has put in place programs aimed at encouraging Chinese science and engineering
students “to master technologies that may later become critical to key military systems.”115 The
national and economic security risks are that the Chinese State may seek to manipulate or pressure
even unwitting or unwilling Chinese nationals into becoming non-traditional information
collectors that serve Beijing’s military and strategic ambitions.
During a February 2018 U.S. Senate Intelligence Committee hearing,116 Senator Marco Rubio (RFL) asked FBI Director Christopher Wray what the “counterintelligence risk posed to U.S. national
security” was from “Chinese students, particularly those in advanced programs in sciences and
mathematics?” Wray responded that the FBI has observed “the use of nontraditional collectors,
especially in the academic setting, whether it's professors, scientists, students…in almost every…
field office that the FBI has around the country. It is not just in major cities, it's in small ones as
well. It's across basically every discipline; and I think the level of naiveté on the part of the
academic sector about this creates its own issues.”
In FBI Director Wray’s view, Chinese non-traditional collectors “are exploiting the very open
research and development environment that we have, which we all revere. But they're taking
advantage of it, so one of the things we're trying to do is view the China threat as not just the
whole-of-government threat, but a whole-of-society threat on their end, and I think it's going to
take a whole-of-society response by us.” As the DIUx Pentagon Report notes:
Academia is an opportune environment for learning about science and
technology since the cultural values of U.S. educational institutions reflect an
open and free exchange of ideas. As a result, Chinese science and engineering
students frequently master technologies that later become critical to key military
systems, amounting over time to unintentional violations of U.S. export control
laws.117
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State-backed Chinese enterprises increasingly finance joint research programs and the construction
of new research facilities on U.S. campuses. For example, Huawei is a company founded by a
former Chinese military officer that raises national security concerns.118 Section 1656 of the Fiscal
Year 2018 National Defense Authorization Act prohibits the Department of Defense from
procuring or obtaining “covered telecommunications or services” and names Huawei in the
definition of covered transactions.119
Huawei has partnered with the University of California-Berkeley on research focusing on artificial
intelligence and related areas such as “deep learning, reinforcement learning, machine learning,
natural language processing and computer vision,” 120 areas which all have important future
military applications.
Chinese State actors are strategically building research centers in innovation centers and hubs like
Silicon Valley and Boston. For example, the Chinese Internet firm Baidu has “set up the Institute
for Deep Learning in Silicon Valley so it could compete with Google, Apple, Facebook and others
for talent in the artificial intelligence field.” 121
At the national laboratory level where leading edge defense research takes place, open source
reporting indicates Chinese nationals working at top laboratories such as Los Alamos in New
Mexico and Livermore in California have returned to China with expertise and knowledge
transferrable to the development of systems with military applications.122 Examples cited include
hypersonic glide vehicles, which travel at speeds in excess of Mach 5 and “are specifically
designed for increased survivability against modern ballistic missile defense systems.”123
3. Recruitment of Science, Technology, Business, and Finance Talent
China State actors recruit scholars, researchers, technology experts, and scientists at the forefront
of their respective fields across the world. Such talent recruitment also targets the top employees
of companies that a Chinese enterprise may seek to acquire, partner with, or invest in.
China’s talent recruitment strategically complements China’s efforts to target emerging hightechnology industries and involves well-established Chinese government programs and large,
stable funding streams. It focuses on two main categories of recruitment–non-Chinese talent and
Chinese talent.
Non-Chinese talent recruitment targets academic and industry leaders from research institutes,
laboratories, and universities in other countries. Inducements include financial and material
benefits such as favorable taxation policies, free housing, insurance, family settlement funds,
research funding, prestigious appointments, and government awards.124 In serving the Chinese
State, this non-Chinese talent fills knowledge gaps for civilian, military, and dual-use technologies.
Chinese talent recruitment includes nationals studying or working abroad. Chinese recruiters
appeal to national pride and urge a “return to China” to “serve the Motherland.”125 Those who
return are rewarded with financial incentives and career opportunities. Those staying abroad are
afforded multiple avenues to “serve the country,”126 often including short-term visits to China and
drafting reports outlining their research abroad.127
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For example, the “Thousand Talents Plan,” a recruitment program launched in 2008 by the central
government of China, targets scholars who are leaders in their respective fields with top-level
research capabilities, and who may hold intellectual property rights, key technologies, or patents
in technological fields desired by China. These recruits may receive lucrative and prestigious
positions at premier Chinese research institutes, labs, or universities.128
Chinese government sources claim over 44,000 highly skilled Chinese personnel have returned to
China since 2009 through talent plans.129 As noted by China Daily, which is owned by the Chinese
Communist Party: “China has more than 300 entrepreneurial parks for students returned from
overseas. More than 24,500 enterprises have been set up in the parks by over 67,000 overseas
returnees.”130

E. Technology-Seeking, State-Financed Foreign Direct Investment
The Chinese government directs and unfairly facilitates the systematic
investment in, and acquisition of, U.S. companies and assets by Chinese
companies, to obtain cutting-edge technologies and intellectual property and
generate large-scale technology transfer in industries deemed important by state
industrial plans.
United States Trade Representative131
The Chinese government has institutionalized the industrial policy of inducing investment in
“encouraged” high-technology sectors132 using the financial resources and regulatory instruments
of the State.133 China’s government has a multi-billion dollar set of State-backed funds134 that
contribute to technology investment and uses an array of State actors to implement its strategies
of acquiring foreign technologies and intellectual property.
From 2006 to 2014, much of China’s outbound foreign direct investment (FDI) focused on the
acquisition of core natural resources. However, since 2015, China has increasingly directed capital
to acquire high-technology areas of the U.S. economy in particular.
In policy documents such as Made in China 2025,135 China has articulated the target list of
technology sectors it seeks to dominate.136 Much of recent Chinese investment behavior appears
consistent with this target list.
For example, since 2012, CB Insights has catalogued more than 600 high-technology investments
in the United States worth close to $20 billion conducted by China-based investors, with artificial
intelligence, augmented and virtual reality, and robotics receiving particular focus.137 China’s
biggest sovereign wealth fund, the China Investment Corporation, has used a significant fraction
of the $800 billion of assets under management138 for a venture fund focusing on Silicon Valley.139
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1. Chinese State Actors Involved in Technology-Seeking FDI
Chinese State actors involved in technology-seeking FDI include: (a) State-Owned Enterprises
(SOEs); (b) private Chinese companies with interlocking ties to the Chinese State; and (c) Statebacked investment funds.
a. Chinese State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs)
President Xi Jinping stressed the Communist Party of China's (CCP)
unswerving leadership over State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) during a national
meeting on building the role of the Party within SOEs…. Efforts should be made
to strengthen and improve Party leadership, as well as to build the role of the
Party in SOEs to make them the most trustworthy and reliable forces of the CCP
and the state, said Xi…. SOEs should also become important forces to implement
decisions of the CCP Central Committee…. Describing SOEs as an important
material and political basis for socialism with Chinese characteristics and an
important pillar and reliable force for the CCP's governance of the country, Xi
said Party leadership and building the role of the Party are ‘the root and soul’
for SOEs.
Xinhua140
President Xi Jinping’s address to a national meeting underscores the important role SOEs play in
Chinese industrial policy. SOEs are the most visible symbols of China’s non-market economy.141
A significant share of China’s non-financial outbound FDI is driven by SOEs.142 SOEs account
for roughly a third of outbound non-financial FDI.143
Besides the economic and national security risks associated with the strategic assets and militarycapable technologies of the United States being acquired by the SOEs of a strategic competitor
like China, the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission notes an additional legal
complication: “Some Chinese SOEs are evading [civil] legal action in the United States by
invoking their status as a foreign government entity under the Foreign Sovereign Immunities
Act.”144
b. Private Chinese Companies Guided By the Chinese State
The Chinese government maintains significant influence over private firms’
investment decisions—including encouraging, modifying, or banning deals
based on the specific industries, geographies, and technologies involved—by
utilizing a mix of financial incentives, political arrangements, and agreements
among company shareholders.
U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission145
This observation is supported by four characteristics of Chinese enterprise. First, many enterprises
in China depend on financing from the Chinese State, often at preferential rates.
Second, China can influence private enterprises through the aforementioned rules China has put
in place with respect to the Chinese Communist Party’s mandated role in corporate governance.
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Third, China’s executive ranks are populated with current or former members of the Chinese
Communist Party or government. As Columbia Law School professors Wentong Zheng and Curtis
Milhaupt found: “95 out of the top 100 private Chinese firms by revenue and eight out of the top
ten Internet firms by revenue were founded or are controlled by a current or former member of a
central or local political organization such as the People’s Congresses and People’s Political
Consultative Conferences.”146
According to its 2017 Member Survey, the U.S.-China Business Council finds that the “challenges
of competition with Chinese companies has been a top concern for USCBC members for many
years” and that “competition concerns are not unique to having state-owned enterprise rivals. Most
companies are competing with private, non-state-owned companies in China (and other foreign
companies), in addition to SOEs.”147 As noted above, the Chinese government has significant
influence over many of these putatively private companies.
Advantages that accrue to Chinese competitors cited by the 2017 Member Survey include
preferential government financing (63 percent), preferential licensing and approvals (58 percent),
preferential access to government contracts (53 percent), tax benefits (45 percent), and lower land
costs (40 percent).148
Fourth, sector-based restrictions on China’s outbound foreign direct investment guide investment
flows from private Chinese companies into strategic sectors. For example, as of April 2018,
guidance published by the Chinese government divided outbound investment flows into the
categories of encouraged, restricted, and prohibited. The encouraged category includes
investments that promote the acquisition of advanced technology while the restricted category
includes sectors like real estate that do not rely on technology.149
These sector-based restrictions thereby strategically align the deployment of capital abroad by
private Chinese companies with the priorities of the Chinese State rather than with the principles
of economic efficiency and profit maximization that normally guide private sector investment in
market economies and in the international system.
c. State-Backed, Technology-Seeking Investment Funds
China relies significantly on sovereign wealth funds (SWF) and other government-backed
investment vehicles to finance its outbound foreign direct investment. This trend started in 2007
with the formation of the China Investment Corporation, which now has under management close
to one trillion dollars.150
Three of the world’s ten largest SWFs are from China. According to the Mercator Institute, “while
these funds and their management often present themselves as private enterprises, the state’s active
role is concealed behind an opaque network of ownership and funding structures.”151
China’s targeting of the integrated circuit industry illustrates how China’s State-backed funds can
rapidly deploy to acquire foreign assets. In June 2014, China’s Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology (MIIT) announced the National Guideline for the Development and
Promotion of the Integrated Circuit Industry. This National Guideline detailed the Chinese
government’s goals for creating a self-sufficient integrated circuit sector that meets industrial and
security requirements.152
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Ninety days after issuance of the National Guideline, MIIT announced the formation of its National
IC Industry Investment Fund to mobilize capital.153 This fund is staffed by former government
officials, is backed by substantial government funding (approximately $21 billion, and nearly 19
billion in a projected second round),154 and has used its resources to support numerous technologyrelated outbound investments in the United States.155
2. Chinese Investment Vehicles Used to Acquire and Transfer U.S. Technologies and IP
Chinese State actors implement China’s outbound FDI program through investment vehicles that
include mergers and acquisitions, seed and venture capital financing, and greenfield investing,
particularly in strategically targeted high-technology industries.
a. Mergers & Acquisitions
The most direct way to acquire U.S. or other foreign IP or technology is for a Chinese entity to
buy or otherwise gain a controlling stake in U.S. companies. As the U.S.-China Economic and
Security Review Commission notes, this is the most common form of investment in the United
States:
In 2016, acquisitions accounted for 96 percent of Chinese investment in the
United States by value. Meanwhile, capital-intensive greenfield investments—
including manufacturing plants, real estate developments, and R&D-intensive
projects—accounted for only 4 percent of all U.S.-bound Chinese investments in
2016. This trend continued in the first half of 2017, with acquisitions comprising
97.6 percent of the total value of Chinese investment in the United States. 156
Chinese industrial policy documents reference the use of overseas mergers and acquisitions as part
of its “Going Out” strategy to acquire “key technology” in sectors ranging from “next-generation”
artificial intelligence157 and biotechnology158 to telecommunications and Internet enterprises.159
b. Greenfield Investments & Seed and Venture Funding
China’s participation in greenfield investments and U.S. seed and venture funding deals that
finance early-stage technology companies and startup firms is a relatively new phenomenon. On
greenfield investing, the DIUx Pentagon Report notes that: “In the past 10 years, China’s
investments in U.S. technology firms were limited to joint ventures or acquisitions, but now there
are an increasing number of greenfield investments in venture-backed startups (both as limited
partners of U.S. venture firms and through Chinese venture firms) as well as investments through
Chinese private equity firms.”160
The China-based venture capital fund Sinovation illustrates the broader use of venture funding to
acquire leading edge American technologies. Since its founding in 2009, Sinovation has
accumulated $1.2 billion in total capital and “has invested in almost 300 startups – including 25
in artificial intelligence.”161 The DIUx Pentagon Report warns of the risks associated with Chinese
venture funding:
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The technologies China is investing in are the same ones that we expect will be
foundational to future innovation in the U.S.: artificial intelligence, autonomous
vehicles, augmented/virtual reality, robotics and block chain technology.
Moreover, these are some of the same technologies of interest to the US Defense
Department to build on the technological superiority of the U.S. military
today.162
The DIUx Pentagon Report further notes that: “Chinese participation in venture-backed startups is
at a record level of 7-10% of all venture deals done and has grown quite rapidly in the past five
years.”163 Venture funding allows China to accomplish its objective of gaining access to leading
companies in targeted technology sectors while drawing less scrutiny from governments wary of
technology transfer risks.

III.

Conclusion

This report has documented the two major strategies and various acts, policies, and practices
Chinese industrial policy uses in seeking to acquire the intellectual property and technologies of
the world and to capture the emerging high-technology industries that will drive future economic
growth. The vectors of China’s economic aggression in the technology and IP spaces that have
been documented in this report are summarized in Table One on the next page.
Given the size of China’s economy, the demonstrable extent of its market-distorting policies, and
China’s stated intent to dominate the industries of the future, China’s acts, policies, and practices
of economic aggression now targeting the technologies and IP of the world threaten not only the
U.S. economy but also the global innovation system as a whole.
The Appendix to this report provides a compendium of the more than 50 acts, policies, and
practices China uses to implement the six categories of Chinese economic aggression presented in
the introduction to this report.

SEE TABLE ONE NEXT PAGE
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Table One: Vectors of China’s Economic Aggression in the Technology and IP Space
1. Physical Theft and Cyber-Enabled Theft of Technologies and IP
o Physical Theft of Technologies and IP Through Economic Espionage
o Cyber-Enabled Espionage and Theft
o Evasion of U.S. Export Control Laws
o Counterfeiting and Piracy
o Reverse Engineering
2. Coercive and Intrusive Regulatory Gambits
o Foreign Ownership Restrictions
o Adverse Administrative Approvals and Licensing Requirements
o Discriminatory Patent and Other IP Rights Restrictions
o Security Reviews Force Technology and IP Transfers
o Secure and Controllable Technology Standards
o Data Localization Mandates
o Burdensome and Intrusive Testing
o Discriminatory Catalogues and Lists
o Government Procurement Restrictions
o Indigenous Technology Standards That Deviate From International Norms
o Forced Research and Development
o Antimonopoly Law Extortion
o Expert Review Panels Force Disclosure of Proprietary Information
o Chinese Communist Party Co-opts Corporate Governance
o Placement of Chinese Employees with Foreign Joint Ventures
3. Economic Coercion
o Export Restraints Restrict Access to Raw Materials
o Monopsony Purchasing Power
4. Information Harvesting
o Open Source Collection of Science and Technology Information
o Chinese Nationals in U.S. as Non-Traditional Information Collectors
o Recruitment of Science, Technology, Business, and Finance Talent
5. State-Sponsored, Technology-Seeking Investment
o Chinese State Actors Involved in Technology-Seeking FDI
o Chinese Investment Vehicles Used to Acquire and Transfer U.S. Technologies
and IP
 Mergers and Acquisitions
 Greenfield Investments
 Seed and Venture Funding
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